Note The Good
Sitting at a booth in a burger joint with some new friends at 11:30 PM, a question was posed:
“What was your first impression of everyone in this booth?” When this question pops into
conversation, I always think to myself, “Okay, how honest do you really want me to be?”. I’ve
noticed that honesty runs much more freely late at night so I had to make sure to watch my
tongue. Not knowing how much is appropriate to share it was suddenly my turn! I answer the
question for everyone at the booth until I get to one my new friends and I couldn’t stop myself:
“You seemed so confident as everyone gravitated in your direction. I couldn’t help but think you
have so much potential with your influence”.
After I noted the good I saw, I immediately sensed it was way too much. I should have said: “You seemed really cool” or something dumb like that.
Thinking that I made everything awkward, my new friend paused, and paused again, and finally said:
“...Nobody have ever told me that I have potential. Thank you”.
Usually I’m hit or miss with my honesty but tonight I felt that something good just happened. We would move on and talk about other topics until the
burger joint employees “accidentally” shut the lights off at 12:45 AM. As I was on my way home, I couldn’t help but think to myself...

“What if we always noted the good in those around us and share the goodness when the opportunity seems right?”
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Gentlesness
I used to hate the word gentleness because I thought it was synonymous with weakness. When
I look at a baby I see the word, not when I look at a leader! Recently, within my conversation
with friends, I’ve seen a change in how I want communicate.
“Let your Gentleness be evident to all”
— PAUL
Gentleness, in its essence is a disposition of graciousness. When others offer harsh criticism, we
respond with genuine words.
Gentleness is a kind of inner peace that is strong in its fortitude but soft in its communication. A gentle person cultivates a warm environment that
stands in direct contrast with our cold schedules.

How would Gentleness change your interactions today?
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Mountaintop
I didn’t know where to start, we haven’t seen each other for four months. I don’t know what topics to even speak about, so much life has happened? She got back from college for break a couple
days ago and we decided to get coffee in order to catch up. Even through our awkward attempts
to make introductory conversation, I feel excited to sit across from her because I know we both
were deliberate about being with each other.
Sometimes proximity is an enemy to our friendships because we don’t have to be intentional
with each other. It’s easy to maintain brevity with someone if you don’t have to go out of your
way to see them. What happens when someone goes to college or moves to a different state?
There are two options, either the relationship slowly dies off because it wasn’t impactful enough to continue or the relationship enters into a rough
transformation process where we learn how to connect with each other in spite of the distance.
This rough transformation process in our long distance relationships is like climbing a mountain; you don’t accidentally get to the mountaintop, it
takes pain, time, and perseverance. When you get to the top after the sacrifices, it all seems worth it. To see the world from the perspective of the
mountain, there’s nothing better.
Weirdly enough, my favorite people are those that I’ve sacrificed my time, my pain, and my perseverance for and where they did the same for me. I do
this, so one day we can feel excited to sit across from each other because we know we both were deliberate about being with each other.

What relationships in your life have you sacrificed for?
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The Cell
I cried over this today.
“In solitude, I get rid of my scaffolding: no friends to talk with, no telephone calls to make, no
meetings to attend, no music to entertain, no books to distract, just me—naked, vulnerable,
weak, sinful, deprived, broken—nothing. It is this nothingness that I have to face in my solitude,
a nothingness so dreadful that everything in me wants to run to my friends, my work, and my
distractions so that I can forget my nothingness and make myself believe that I am worth something. But that is not all. As soon as I decide to stay in my solitude, confusing ideas, disturbing
images, wild fantasies, and weird associations jump around in my mind like monkeys in a banana tree. Anger and greed begin to show their ugly faces.
I give long, hostile speeches to my enemies and dream lustful dreams in which I am wealthy, influential, and very attractive—or poor, ugly, and in need
of immediate consolation. Thus I try again to run from the dark abyss of my nothingness and restore my false self in all its vainglory. The task is to stay
in my solitude, to stay in my cell until all my seductive visitors get tired of pounding on my door and leave me alone.”
															

Does this relate to you? If not, do you want it to relate to you?

— HENRI NOUWEN
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Helping Others Win
I had a meeting with the boss of my boss! When I met with him, I asked boldly, “How can I truly
help?”. He said:
“The best thing you can while working at this company is to help those around you win. The
best leaders make the whole team better, not just themselves. Look for ways to build trust, compassion, stability, and hope with those you interact with everyday. (Paraphrase)”
					
									
— JAMES GROGAN
Since he told me that, I decided to take it a step further. When I am by our campus and I see trash, I pick it up now. When I can, I get coffee with
fellow co-workers. When I am at the water cooler and it’s empty, I put another water jug on the stand. I’ve noticed this has helped my relationships
significantly, every time I choose these types of actions, I also choose to be other-oriented. The best people help others win.

How are you helping someone else win today?
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The Spring
During the summers of my childhood, my siblings, my cousins, and I would find our way down
to the spring. The Maine sun would beat down on our young faces until water was our only
want and desire as our mouths were too dry to even speak. This of course derived from running
around outside for no reason but simply having a limitless amount of energy... which I’m sure
our parents loved.
The journey to find the spring would always be hard as lush green grass and shrubbery would
hide it from view. Finally, one of us would point it out and we would all rush over. Kneeling
down, cupping our little hands, reaching them into the still cold water and bringing it to our
mouths, we would always find goodness there.
Looking back, to this day it’s the most beautiful, crystal-clear water I’ve ever seen or tasted.
I hope my life resembles the spring...
To create a life so remarkable that serves all the creatures around it.
To provide something so restorative that everything surrounding thrives, even to the point of not recognizing the source.
To give rest so gratifying for the weary faces that need a little help getting back on their feet.
Let us be a Spring.

Are we creating a life so remarkable, providing something so restorative, or giving a rest so gratifying to those in our lives?
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Exceptional
My sister and I have a wonderful relationship. It’s taken time, but it’s one of my favorite friendships on this planet. We ask each other stupid questions to past the time when we’re together,
but one day I asked a particular question that changed how I viewed myself. As we were walking
along the beach I asked her:
“If you could pick the best characteristics out everyone you know, what characteristics would
you choose and from whom?”
She paused, and then answered: “Well, I would pick Connor’s ability to connect with people,
Micayla’s positivity, and probably your drive. You’re always so motivated and passionate about everything you do, not many people have that”.
To be honest, I never noticed this about myself. I think we have an issue as humans, the only person that we can’t see in a room is ourselves so we fail
to see our strengths and where we need people. It must take someone else to reveal our true giftings and talents.
I believe we are all born with a one or two exceptional strengths and often times it takes those closest to us to help us realize what may be. Since that
conversation, I’ve started living into my achiever strength by blogging daily and showing generous love to those around me. I’m not great at it yet, but
my drive will his helping me love better everyday.
In retrospect, the question I asked Brynn was stupid and brilliant at the same time. It’s stupid because there’s no way you can build a perfect human.
It’s also brilliant because it helps us recognize the true exceptional strength in our friends.

Have you recently asked the question: “What makes each of my closest friends exceptional”?
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I am who You say I Am
My parents always thought I was a leader, so a leader I became. I will become whoever you think
I will become.
Our brains inform us on how to view ourselves. This inner voice that creates our self-identity
is influenced by the outer voices that speak into our lives. These outer voices (Close Family and
Friends) have the shear influence to tell us who we are, especially when we are under he age of
30.
Let’s think about the fact that WE are that ‘outer voice’ affecting how those close to us view
themselves. That’s a lot more influence than we usually think we have.
Question: How can we help those close to us believe in themselves enough make lasting change?
Possible Answer: It has to be more than just saying nice words and giving gifts. It is seeking out their innate strengths, truly believing that their
dreams start with what is already within them! Accepting their present state but always pushing them to see their future potential. It is doing whatever it takes to authentically regard those close as a true art piece, needing our help so they can see their own beautiful colors.

How can we help those close to us believe in themselves enough make lasting change?
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Roots
Sunday night some of my community and I went to Coronado Island. Even though it’s called an
island it’s really a peninsula on one side facing downtown San Diego and the other the Pacific
Ocean. After we got our expensive hot chocolate from Starbucks, we started walking along side
the Mom & Pop stores as they were playing their favorite Christmas music.
Since we couldn’t fit eight people side by side on the sidewalk, we broke into pairs of two. My
pair asked me a question about my past, something she would later remark she knows very little
about. It was a difficult discussion for me, when talking about our roots, it’s very hard to know
what to share and what to withhold for the sake of the dialogue. Nonetheless, it was a wonderful
small conversation.
After I got home that night, I realized that my new friends in San Diego don’t know much about me besides the basic details; and worst of all, I don’t
know their roots either. Why I haven’t shared more about myself? After pondering for a couple of moments the answer seemed evident: Nobody ever
asked.
Often times we just assume everyone has a story so we assume it holds no dire importance to our current relationship. We know a tree has roots, so
why bother digging them up? However, if we want to truly love well, we have to see roots. Not only does understanding the roots of a person develop a
deeper appreciation for their person, but the simple act of asking cultivates a profound trust.
I’ve decided not to wait until a friend asks me. I’m going to initiate a root conversation.

Who in your life do you need to initiate a root conversation with?
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Safe With Us
I was laying in my bed last night listening to a playlist I made for when I can’t find rest. There’s
no loud noises but chords and words that provoke a peace that I can’t really put into words. Lying there in the darkness, the words “Your Love will be Safe with Me” ring out spoken through
the song re-stacks from Bon Iver.
I think the most precious thing each of us have is our own Love. Sometimes we put this into
hate, social justice, education, Jesus, work, and sometimes we put all of our love into one person;
I did that once. It was a love so deep that I thought it was all I needed. It was like finding buried
treasure, you know? For a season it was absolutely beautiful; but overtime we started developing
an “us against the world” complex. We couldn’t see how it was going to end. Later I would realize that almost every relationship that starts with an “us
against the world” complex ends the same way: not healthy.
When we decide to put all of our love into one person and neglect everyone else, an unhealthy mindset starts taking hold that forgoes community. You
see, Community is more than just two people and when we strive to find all the buried treasure in one person it’s too much pressure.
Marriage is beautiful and it is a great goal, but it cannot be our only goal. A community of people who are striving to thrive together is too beautiful to
give up. I’ve decided to give all of my love to the people around me in hopes they will feel safe enough to do the same with me and others in their life.
It takes a community to raise a child and an adult.
I hope we put our love into one person, but I also hope we can put our love in a community of people. I hope one day we can create communities
where our love will be safe.
Bon Iver is one of my favorite artists, but if I was going to change one word in his archive of art, it would be this: Change “Your Love will be Safe with
Me” to “Your Love will be Safe with us”.

Have you committed your love to a community of people?
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Knots
After I told my sister that I’ve spent time with some friends for five straight days, she asked me a
question:
“Was it quality time with those friends?”
I responded:
“More quality time than before, life spent together grows the amount of vulnerability shared.”
I’m in a knot. I still do not have great friendships out here in San Diego. The good news is the older I get, the more I realize how life works. There’s a
paradoxical nature to our lives. I used to think I had to control everything, I was so convinced on how people would respond. I thought I had to have
great relationships, which is great in all. The problem was that I thought I had to make sure others were that for me before I was that for them.
Since moving, I’ve learned not to control how others act but let time untangle those knots. Paradoxically, I’ve learned to control my actions and refuse
to let time work out the knots.
Be disciplined in your actions but relax on everything else.

Are you like me and want to personally work out those knots in how other people act?
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For Trust Sake
The big event was coming and I made a promise. I had the duty to print a certain amount of
papers... and when the day came:
A co-worker asks: “Jake, are the papers printed”? (15 Minutes before said event)
*You know the moment where you have to make an terrible excuse..*
My response: “Oh, sorry about that! I didn’t have enough time!”
I didn’t know it then, but I was essentially stating that this person was not important enough, so I decided to break our promise. Honestly, It’s not that
I didn’t have enough time: I didn’t make the time.
Trust is one of the biggest, if not the biggest, indicator of a healthy relationship. Trust is built by a small fulfillment on a small promise. Overtime
these small promises and small fulfillments produce a big trust.
If I want to built anything beautiful in this world, it must cultivate itself through relationships. I realized that beauty rarely forms through low trust
relationships.

Come through on small fulfillments.
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Friend Groups
Friend groups are interesting. Sometimes they’re great, sometimes they suck. Sometimes we
think we can go without them, other times we realize we cannot go without them. I’ve realized
since moving, that great friend groups don’t happen by accident. I’ve realized that a great friend
group is summarized by selfless people seeking ways to love those around them.
It takes vulnerability, even when being vulnerable hurts.
It takes consistency, even when you don’t want to don’t want to respond.
It takes people initiating an idea for spending time together, even at the risk of no one responding to the text.
A great support system starts with your ability to live out these characteristics. Over time, the right people, who crave the same support and stability,
will start portraying the same characteristics.

What’s the state of your friend group?
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Loving Freely
Walking through the park, I felt the brisk wind penetrate my light jacket as I began talking
with a good friend from back home. There’s something beautiful about have a conversation with
someone who I would call close, especially if it’s been awhile. We always have wonderful conversations and last night we began talking through how we used to communicate. We have had
rough patches because of the way we both viewed our relationship, it was honestly an epidemic.
We thought relationships are a 50%/50% deal, that we were both pawns playing a game and asking, “Who’s next?” I remember wondering, “How much love do I have to give in order to receive
love back?” It’s this transactional mindset: “Since I initiated our last hang out, she should initiate
the next”. Ungirding this relational mindset is the idea that I only have a limited amount of love I will give. I was withholding love based upon how
much love she would give. This is healthy for most relationships, but with those closest to us, this can be very dangerous.
If I’m constantly waiting until I receive the love I think I deserve from those closest to me, I stall my generosity in the relationship. I realized that I
needed to revolutionize the way I viewed our relationship by not waiting until I received the love that I thought I deserved, but giving it freely, not
expecting the same return. The best relationships are 100%/100%, she gives 100% and I give 100%.
Do you know when I said, “There’s something beautiful about talking with someone whom I would call close.”?
Let me rephrase that:
There’s something beautiful about talking with someone who understands that relationships are about giving love freely and not waiting until the love
is reciprocated to do give it again.
Over time those who understand this will stand out, because there will be special connection...like a “We get it” connection.

Are we thinking our closest relationships are 50%/50% transaction or a 100%/100% opportunity?
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The Crew
Like every 18 year-old I thought the friends I made the first day of college were going to be same
friends that would be in my wedding. It took just a couple months to learn that I presumed
wrongly. In the beginning of my college career there was this synergy being formed in my new
relationships of friends. Over just a couple days, the group of 6 of us decided to proclaim ourselves as The Crew (At this point, you probably realize we were doomed from the start).
After several nights spent laughing and joking whether it be card nights or a bonfire, I started
getting a restless feeling in my chest, something wasn’t right.I realized it when several people
who weren’t in The Crew said that my friends and I seemed exclusive. Over the next few weeks I
expressed my exclusivity concern to our group and how we made others feel like de-valued outsiders. I thought The Crew would immediately be more
welcoming to outsiders but the opposite took place: we thrived on knowing we had something other freshmen didn’t have, friends, and we made sure
everyone knew that. At least in my case, this behavior was sourced from my own insecurity of being that outsider looking in.
I thought I was stuck, these HAD to be the same friends who were going to be in my wedding! I didn’t have the wisdom to simply leave, so what did I
do? Well, I stayed in my dorm room wearing sweatpants, eating popcorn and m&ms (My guilty pleasure), and watching American Horror Story every
night for two weeks. The Crew would knock on my door and ask if I wanted to chill and I would always come up with a great excuse from the other
side of the door: “I have homework”, “My girlfriend is going to call me later”, “I need to fold my socks” anything to make them leave. Looking back, I
felt debilitated because I didn’t see a way out. I used to victimize myself a lot. I just didn’t realized I had more control over my situation.
The moment my debilitating mindset transformed into an empowered mindset was when I realized, “Wait, there are 1000s of other people within a
two mile radius!” I thought I was doomed for the next 3 1/2 years of my college career so I trapped myself in my doom room mourning my existence.
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The next day I started the awkward process of forging new friendships and it didn’t go so well at first. I didn’t know what I was looking for at the time,
I just knew there could be relationships based in loving the other generously and not based in our insecurities. It took until the end of my sophomore
year, to find my tribe.
Where in your life do you have more control that you think you have?

German Lawyer
Today I met a German Lawyer. I was out with a friend talking about my frustration with living
in suburbia. In my experience, they are bubbles of safety that enable individualistic lifestyles. Of
course, this is not always true, but I’ve seen it too many times to ignore it.
As I was speaking about suburbia passionately, a stranger sitting next to my friend speaks to her:
“Don’t worry, he won’t think this way in 10 years”. As he goes on solidifying his case I immediately start thinking of ways to diffuse the situation because suddenly the dialogue between my
friend and I turned into a heated debate with a man I just met. I changed the topic and asked
about his life; He was a German Lawyer visiting San Diego for vacation.

Lesson: Try to make a conversation a dialogue instead of a debate. It keeps the peace.
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The Dance
She was beautiful. She lived 20 minutes away which might as well been 200 miles since we both
didn’t have our licenses yet. Through all of the adversity, fate brought us together through a regional choir. I thought I found the “perfect person”... and being 15, I knew I was right. One thing
led to another as I found myself asking her to be my girlfriend at the end of “The Notebook”.
After dating for three months, not needing to pursue her anymore, I started feeling a strange
emotion...boredom. After pursuing her for so long, I got what I was looking for: A relationship.
“So what do I do now?”, I asked myself. To be honest, I think I panicked so I broke up with her
over the phone. I’m pretty confident she wasn’t expecting it because I didn’t even know it was
coming.
Until today, I’ve always been confused by my actions within that relationship. Why did I suddenly lose feelings? Why did I make such a rash decision
on a short-term emotion? All of these questions stayed dormant until I started reading on my personality through the Enneagram (I’m a 4).
I found my answer on page 161:
“Once fours find this perfect someone they’ll pull them in until they got close enough to realize that whoever it is won’t fill the hole in their soul. Then,
the fours will push them away. Then, when the same person begins to move too far away from them, they start to desire them again.”
— THE ROAD BACK TO YOU
I wish I knew how to regulate my emotions and not interact with this pull-push dance. I pull people in hoping they will fulfill a certain desire and
then I push them away when they don’t. This habit I have that is common with my personality hurts myself and more importantly those around me.
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This quote was my tool to help me realize the way I interact with those in my life. It hurts, but I’m glad that I know so I won’t repeat the same hurtful
mistakes in the future.

If we don’t know why we act the way we act in relationships, how do we expect to have healthy relationships?

No Footprints
Being on the cliffs in La Jolla, California was slightly scary to say the least. Instead of going on
the path most people took, I looked for the path that would ultimately be tougher. I guess I was
just looking for that moment where your heart starts pumping really fast out of fear or out of
excitement or maybe out of both. I’m not an adrenaline junkie or anything, I just like an adventure.
As we were finding our way down from the cliffs, I notice a path that had no footprints. I immediately started making my way down through the dirt and rocks. I get to a clearing and realize
it wasn’t a smart idea at all. The beach below leading to the water seemed very far away from
the unraveling ruble of the steep cliff that I just so happened to be on. Having no choice but to find a way, we slid and jumped our way to the bottom.
With our hands torn and our clothes completely dirty we reach the bottom and then notice a sign: “DO NOT CLIMB, EXTREMELY DANGEROUS”.
Well, my heart did start pumping really fast so I guess I got what I asked for. After walking along the beach for an hour, I realized that diving deep
into a relationship is much like that cliff, it isn’t easy and it’s the road less traveled. For me, opening myself up to another human being has been such a
foreign idea. Since every relationship is different, there are no footprints leading you along the way and it’s both scary and exciting at the same time.

I hope I can take the path of vulnerability within my close relationships, even if there are no footprints leading the way.
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Uneasy
It’s so easy to think we have the answers when we are in our 20s. Everything looks so clear and
we’re ready to make sure everyone knows we have the answers. Of course I am not talking about
me or anything...
Over the past three weeks I have noticed how I act with friends and colleagues. I started asking
for feedback on anything they have noticed I could improve upon. Over several conversations, I
have realized three things about myself socially at 21:
1. I am ambitious, but sometimes that ambition can come off as prideful because I think I have
all the answers.
2. I am a Leader, but sometimes this leadership can come off as trying too hard, because I think I need to be everything to everyone.
3. I am Charismatic, but sometimes my charismatic self comes off as insecure because I think I need to control the room.
The honest reality, at least for me, is hard. I knew that I felt uneasy after a social gathering or an executive meeting but I didn’t know why. Through
asking for feedback, writing all of my thoughts, and confessing my faults; I feel like a much better human being. It’s just the start, but it began with
taking the risk and asking my friends and family the hard questions.

When was the last time you asked for honest feedback from those closest to you? P.S. Don’t ask until you’re ready to hear it.
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Brick Walls
Listening to the speaker talk as 5,000 teens and I surround him is exhilarating. My heart starts
pumping loudly as he talks about how my could be extraordinary if I only give my life to Jesus.
Going to a lot of Christian Conferences and events was fun for me, I just loved the way the
speakers made me feel invincible, like I could run through a brick wall.
Later that same night, 5,000 teens I would make our way back to our normal lives that failed in
comparison to the atmosphere created at the conference. These speakers would help cultivate
unrealistic dreams of what our lives could be and after falling short time & time again, I started
to feel ashamed I couldn’t be that person. My inspiration was a short term fix for a long term
life.
Fast forward a couple years when I was 19, two years before graduation. I finally was wrestling with my unmet dreams that were placed in me at so
many of those conferences. I was broken and my community of friends helped me work through those aches and pains slowly. I promised myself that
whatever my career would be, I was going to help forge lasting change in people’s lives.
At 21, I can’t proclaim that I have it figured out, but I can say that I have an idea: I believe lasting chance can only happen in the midst of community.
Sure, we can individually change but the transformation can only come to fruition in the midst of relationship. It takes friends to aid us in working
through shame and doubt so that we may finally reach a point of progressing rather than digressing.
I’ve dedicated this blog to this idea that real, lasting change occurs in the midst of healthy tribes. I want to help people be transformed from isolating
loneliness to Thriving in Community.

Can real lasting change happen apart from community?
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Agave
We planned to meet at Starbucks, 100 steps away from my work; but then I see a voicemail on
my screen:
“Hey! So I took my car into the shop and it’s still not done. Could we possibly meet at Agave?”
I respond, “Sure!”, not realizing that Agave was 30 minutes away! I try not to be frustrated as I
get in my car, but I can’t seem to help myself when I realize that it was 4 PM on a Friday... rush
hour.
“I can’t believe this right now, why did I agree to this.” I say sitting with 394,133 other cars at a stop light. Hot headed, I try to calm myself down, “Well,
I guess this at least communicates that I care enough to drive all this way to meet with her”.
As soon as I reframed this predicament, everything changed. We met, we talked, and two hours later we went our separate ways. To be honest, it was
one of the best conversations I’ve had in weeks.
Looking back, I started forming this situation as a problem, and with the 30 minute commute during rush hour, this is most natural. Yet, through looking for any silver lining I could find (Communicating care), I started re-wiring my brain to look at this situation as an opportunity.
It’s natural to look at unplanned predicaments as a problem. This gives us an excuse to be mad. But what if we looked at unplanned predicaments as an
opportunity? Problem Vs. Opportunity - Negative Vs. Positive -Who wins?

What situations are you shaping as a problem instead of an opportunity in your life?
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